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Jennifer Bohnet
Villa Of Second Chances

Run by sisters Rebecca and Delphine, Villa Sesame is a popular venue for small intimate weddings on the sparkling 
French Riviera. Beautiful terraces and a horizon pool all overlook the Mediterranean setting the scene to make 
memorable days and dreams come true.
When recently widowed Delphine unexpectedly announces her desire to retire and live a different life, Rebecca feels 
her own life could be slipping into free fall.
How can she possibly carry on with the business without her sister at her side?
Could this be the beginning of the end for Villa Sesame and Rebecca's life as she knows it?
As the guests gather for the June wedding of Freya and Marcus, Freya's two childhood friends bring their own problems 
to the villa and cousin Verity has her own agenda.
But it's the arrival of a certain guest who throws Rebecca’s whole world into turmoil and she finds herself asking the 
question, where do I go from here?
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Della Galton
Confetti Over Bluebell Cliff

Art dealer Ruby Lambert is on a mission to lose her baby weight ahead of her sister's Olivia's wedding in 6 months' 
time.
To add fuel the fire, Ruby has also been 'honoured' with the unenviable task of being Head Bridesmaid. So determined 
not to let Olivia down, she signs up to a swanky new diet & fitness club, The Bluebell Booty Busters.
Uncertain of what to expect Ruby meets Harry Small, a wealthy local businessman who 'joins' Booty Busters, after 
pressure from his wife, who's worried about his health and growing waistline.
Ruby and Harry soon team up as diet buddies, supporting each other through their dieting crises. But something seems 
amiss at Booty Busters when they both discover that if it looks too good to be true; it probably is...
Will Ruby and Harry ever reach their targets?
And will Ruby do her sister proud and be the Belle of the Ball?
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General Fiction Read by Julia Franklin Playing Time: 7 hours 26 mins LP: Available

General Fiction          Read by Karen Cass Playing Time: 9 hours 12 mins LP: Available
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Lizzie Lane
Heaven And Hell For The Tobacco Girls

Bristol 1939.
School leaver Maisie Miles suspects her father, a small-time crook, has an ulterior motive for insisting she gets a job 
at the W.D.H.O. Wills tobacco factory but keeps it to herself.
She's befriended by effervescent Phyllis Mason and kind-hearted Bridget Milligan who take pity on her and take Maisie 
under their wing.
But beneath their happy go lucky exteriors they all harbour dreams and worries about what the future holds.
Engaged to be married Phyllis dreams of romance and passion but when it comes there are dire consequences.
Bridget seemingly the level headed one harbours a horror of something unspeakable that she cannot easily come to 
terms with.
There's great comradeship at the tobacco factory, and with the advent of war everything is about to change and even 
the closest friendships are likely to be strained.
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Maxine Morrey
Living Your Best Life

Some days Bee feels invisible. Most days Bee does not feel as if she is 'living her best life'.
Sure she has a loyal group of friends, a job she's good at, and a small London flat to call home, but a lot of the time, 
Bee feels as if no one actually 'sees' her.  
Her best friend, the unfeasibly handsome and successful Luca Donato does not have that problem. People are 
practically falling over themselves whenever they see Luca, but one thing the two friends do have in common, is they 
haven't yet found the 'One'. When their friend Tia challenges them to change all that through online dating, Luca and 
Bee set about the task with very different levels of enthusiasm.
The saying goes that you have to kiss a lot of frogs to find your prince, and it's not long before Bee is ready to admit 
defeat. But with Luca inundated with potential love interests, Bee is determined not to give up. Surely her perfect 
partner is out there somewhere...
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Kate Frost
One Greek Summer

When Harlow Sands arrives on an idyllic Greek island to work on a big budget movie, it should be the opportunity of 
a lifetime. But her uncertainty over the direction of her life and the high expectations of Maeve Fennimore-Bell, 
her domineering Hollywood producer mum, threatens to ruin her summer on beautiful Skopelos.
Location manager Tyler Reed has his fair share of demons. His and Harlow's lives have been entwined for over a decade 
and now forced to work together, their complicated past begins to unravel.
Harlow is desperate to break free and make her own way in the world, but with a fractured family, a long-hidden secret 
and a need to belong, can her happy-ever-after be found during one Greek summer?
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Family Saga           Read by Anne Dover  Playing Time: 8 hours 57 mins LP: Available

Romance      Read by Gloria Sanders   Playing Time: 9 hours 22 mins LP: Available

General Fiction       Read by Gloria Sanders Playing Time: 8 hours 20 mins LP: Available
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Fay Keenan
New Beginnings At Roseford Hall

Life in London has lost its sparkle for Stella Simpson. So when she gets the opportunity to escape to 
the country for a year, it seems too good a chance to miss. 
In the beautiful Somerset countryside, the majestic Roseford Hall has been painstakingly restored and is now ready 
for its grand opening. And as the writer in residence, Stella gets to see it all – from the rowdy resident peacocks, the 
hidden secrets of the Hall, to befriending the Lord of the Manor himself.
At the other end of Roseford, single father, Chris Charlton is facing his own refurbishment woes. Rocked by a tragedy 
two years previously, his plans for crumbling Victorian wreck Halstead House are as stuck as he is. 
As Roseford Hall prepares to welcome a new era, and Halsted House's future is under threat, Chris and Stella find 
themselves drawn to one another. Can they finally leave their pasts behind, and will Chris and Stella be able to embrace 
their new beginnings together – or apart...
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General Fiction Read by Harriet Hare Playing Time: 9 hours 11 mins LP: Available

Sarah Bennett
Love Blooms At Mermaids Point

Bestselling author Alex Nelson is slowly coming apart at the seams after a failed marriage and an abrupt change 
in career leave him at a crossroads in life. When an unexpected opportunity arises to escape to the idyllic village of 
Mermaids Point, he's hot on the heels of his brother, Tom, who has recently moved there. Buying a rundown bookshop 
might be just his latest harebrained scheme, but Alex has never been one to do things by halves.
After spending her early years caring for her mother, Ivy Fisher is finally ready to start living her own life. But when 
the impossibly charming, impossibly good-looking Alex Nelson swoops in and snatches her dream out from under her 
nose, it really is the last straw. Forced by circumstances to spend more time with him, Ivy finally gets a peak of the real 
man beneath the confident exterior, and she likes what she sees.
But just when things are starting to come together for them, Ivy is reminded why men can never be trusted. Is Alex who 
he says he is, or is he using Mermaids Point as nothing more than research fodder for his next bestseller?
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Amanda Rigby
I Will Find You

Three sisters... One terrible secret
Ashleigh: A creative, free spirit and loyal. But Ash is tormented by her demons and a past that refuses to be laid to rest.
Jessica: Perfect wife and loving mother. But although Jessica might seem to have it all, she lives a secret life built on lies.
Grace: An outsider, always looking in, Grace has never known the love of her sisters and her resentment can make her 
do bad things.
When Ashleigh goes missing, Jessica and Grace do all they can to find their eldest sister. But the longer Ashleigh is missing, 
the more secrets and lies these women are hiding threaten to tear this family apart.
Can they find Ashleigh before it's too late or is it sometimes safer to stay hidden?
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Suspense       Read by Nicky Diss Playing Time: 7 hours 38 mins LP: Available
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Catherine Coles
Poison At The Village Show

Westleham Village 1947.
With the war finally over the residents of Westleham village are trying to reclaim a sense of normality and the 
upcoming village show is proving to be a popular event!
Newcomer, Martha Miller, has high hopes for the village show. Since her husband Stan left for work one day and never 
returned, some of the villagers have treated Martha with suspicion – why would a good man like Stan simply up and 
leave? Was it something Martha did? All Martha knows is that she's hoping that she can win people over and hopefully 
they'll buy her delicious homemade plum gin, too and she’ll be able to make ends meet.
But as glasses of Martha's gin are passed around, disaster strikes. Alice Warren, Chairwoman of the village show 
slumps to the ground after taking a sip. It's clear she's been poisoned!
Martha is shocked, but not surprised, when fingers of suspicion once again point her way. Determined to prove her 
innocence, Martha sets about trying to find the real culprit. But who would kill Alice and why? Ably helped by the 
new vicar, Luke Walker, Martha quickly tries to get to the bottom of this mystery. But with the villagers closing ranks it 
quickly becomes apparent that the only person with a motive is Martha herself... Will Luke and Martha discover who 
is behind the poisoning before it's too late?
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Ross Greenwood
Lifer

Ben wasn't brought up, he was dragged up.
With absent parents and broken friends, a young Ben makes choices that are ruining his life. Before he's even twenty, 
Ben's spells in prison begin, and soon he finds himself involved in serious crime. When people begin to die, Ben must 
choose a side.
But is this really the life Ben wants or is there a way out of this vicious cycle? Is he destined to fulfil his fate of being 
once a prisoner, always a prisoner? Or can Ben swap a life on the inside, for one with hope on the outside?
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Mystery Read by Alex Lee Playing Time: 6 hours 15 mins LP: Available

Thriller       Read by David Thorpe   Playing Time: 9 hours 9 mins LP: Available

Ross Greenwood
Survivor

Vinnie has always been different. But Vinnie is a survivor...
A childhood accident robbed Vinnie of his memories, making him sensitive and anxious, and his difference soon 
attracted bullies. If it wasn't for his family and his brother Frank, Vinnie wouldn't have survived. But as the boys grow 
up, and after the devastating loss of their parents, Vinnie finds himself increasingly involved in violent situations 
whenever he's with Frank. Is this the type of man he's become, or can the love of a remarkable woman teach him to 
embrace life? When Vinnie is accused of a terrible crime, and looks set for a long stretch behind bars, fragments of 
his memory start to return and he begins to unravel his past. Who was his mother? What kind of a man is his brother, 
Frank? And why does death surround them? Things are not as they seem, but Vinnie can survive anything...
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Thriller        Read by David Thorpe Playing Time: 7 hours 5 mins LP: Available
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Judy Leigh
A Year Of Mr Maybes

Never say never to falling in love...
Val didn't expect to be starting again in her seventies, but when life gives her lemons, Val is determined to make 
lemonade.
Settled into her new home – a picture-perfect fisherman's cottage in the small Cornish seaside town of Lowenstowe 
– Val is ready to start a new chapter. And with her son due to get married next Christmas, there's also the little job of 
finding herself a plus-one to help her face her ex-husband and his new girlfriend.
With the support of her neighbour Connie, and after decades of married life, Val takes the plunge back into the world 
of dating with trepidation and excitement. But can she remember how the single life works, let alone what her type 
is? There seem to be plenty of Mr Maybes, but no sign of Mr Right.
As the year passes, and as friendships and community life flourish, Val begins to blossom. And as Christmas approaches, 
she might just decide she doesn't need that plus-one after all – although never say never...
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General Fiction Read by Phyllida Nash      Playing Time: 11 hours 1 min  LP: Available
          

Alison Sherlock
The Village Of Happy Ever Afters

Molly Hopkins has happily watched all of her friends' dreams come true on Riverside Lane.
Deciding to follow her passion for baking, Molly with the help of her friends takes the plunge and opens a Tea Garden 
in the village hoping to make it a summer to remember!
Meanwhile, after a rather public end of his marriage, Logan Armstrong trusts no one but his beloved Grandad. He just 
wants his brief stay in Cranbridge to be as quiet as possible. But his Grandad has other ideas; he dreams of seeing the 
old watermill working again which might just mean Logan has to ask the village for help.
Can Molly finally overcome her lack of confidence and believe in her abilities to make the tea garden a success?
Will Logan discover that Molly might just be the one to mend his broken heart? And will both of them realise that life 
is for living and loving?
Over a long hot summer in Cranbridge, perhaps everyone's dreams of a happy-ever-after can finally come true.
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General Fiction        Read by Helen Keeley  Playing Time: 8 hours 38 mins  LP: Available
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